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Abstract
This paper offers empirical evidence on a specific question: how does leadership foster the use of performance data? More broadly, it informs the ways in which we understand how leadership can influence the implementation of management reforms. Previous research suggests that leadership matters to performance information use among their employees, but under-specifies the causal processes by which this influence occurs. This paper uses structural equation modeling to suggest that transformational leadership has a positive but indirect effect on performance information use via two mediating factors: goal clarity and organizational culture. The results inform studies of leadership and reform by demonstrating how leadership can foster the effectiveness of new management systems. Even where leadership does not have a direct relationship on the reform outcome, it can still exert important indirect effects that could easily be missed by most methodologies.
Introduction: If a Tree Falls in the Forest…

The last decades have seen governments devote unanticipated time and resources to creating performance data. Given the many competing factors that shape performance it is difficult to evaluate performance management reforms in terms of their outcomes. Perhaps it is for this reason that there remains “surprisingly little effort to develop a theory of performance management” (Jennings and Haist 2006, 174). Performance information use provides a more tractable means of examining the impact of performance management reforms by offering a variable that can be analyzed from the perspective and tools of organizational behavior.

Performance information is perhaps the best summary measure of the impact of results-based reforms. Van Dooren (2008, 22) argues that “If we want to study the successes and failures of performance movements, we have to study the use of performance information,” but notes that there has been relatively little scholarly attention to this question. If we hope that performance reforms result in more purposeful goal-oriented managers, then the use of performance data is an essential first step.

Like the question of whether a tree falling in the forest when no-one is around actually creates a sound, it is reasonable to ask: “If managers do not use performance data, is there such a thing as performance management?” As Stivers argues (2008, 126) it is only in the use of performance information that performance management is truly enacted. Some in government have also expressed concern about the failure of performance management systems to foster use. The new OMB Deputy Director for Management, and Chief Performance Officer, Jeffery Zients, criticized the Bush administrations performance management efforts for failing to encourage use, and added: “The test of a performance management system is, is it being used to make important resource allocation and budget decisions” (Newell 2009).

This paper seeks to add to our limited empirical knowledge on the factors that lead to performance information use. In particular, we seek to examine the role that leadership plays. Previous research has paid some attention to leadership, suggesting that leadership support and involvement in performance reforms is important for such reforms to succeed. Here, we draw upon the transformational leadership literature. This allows us to examine how a broader and better-developed conceptualization of leadership matters to performance information use. Second, we make the case that the role of effective leadership is indirect. It sets the conditions
for performance management to succeed. In this paper we propose that leadership fosters performance information use by increasing organizational goal clarity and fostering a supportive organizational culture.

More broadly, the research sheds light on the relationship between leadership and successful reform efforts. The findings suggest that the role of leadership in shaping reform implementation is often indirect, but no less important than direct influences. If we focus primarily on the direct influence of leadership, this may lead us to underestimate its relative importance in shaping other factors that shape organizational outcomes, e.g. organizational culture. Generally studies of leadership that examine complex indirect causal pathways tend to come from qualitative research. Here, we use a quantitative approach, structural equation modeling, that allows us map out the indirect effects of leadership.

The Link between Leadership and Performance Information Use

Despite the limited empirical study of performance information use, one of the emerging findings seems to be that “leadership matters.” But there are significant gaps in understanding how leadership matters, and this paper tackles two of those gaps. First, previous research tends to focus on direct rather than indirect influences of leadership, and thereby underestimates the overall influence that leaders can play. The focus on direct effects is closely tied to the second characteristic of such research, which is that the independent variable is very much defined by the dependent variable, in that leadership is modeled as leadership attitudes or actions directly related to performance management practices. Given the nascent level of scholarship on the topic, it makes sense to seek to first establish direct effects of leadership by modeling leadership in ways that closely reflect how leaders deal with performance reforms. But such models have not tested how more general aspects of leadership might affect performance reforms. A broader measure of leadership, such as the measure of transformational leadership employed here, would have the beneficial effect of allowing us to place research on public sector performance information use into mainstream organizational behavior (Kelman 2007).

Existing research suggests a couple of ways that leadership matters to performance information use. First, where leaders signal that performance information systems are a priority, other managers will be more likely to take it seriously. Melkers and Willoughby (2005) find that leadership support for performance management is significantly related to the communication of
performance information, and to creating lasting effects from performance information. By devoting time, resources, and symbolic reward to specific management issues, leaders communicate its importance (Moynihan and Landuyt 2009), and establish a credible commitment toward a reform (Dull 2009). This is particularly important for reforms such as performance management, where managers may be suspicious that the reform is a passing fad, and where there is likely to be little formal incentive to engage. Askim, Johnsen and Christophersen (2008) found that where senior managers and politicians participated in benchmarking processes, the data from these processes were more likely to influence decisions. Broadnax and Conway (2000, 31) detail how agency managers cited a leadership mantra at the Social Security Administration that performance management was “the right thing to do.” Dull (2009) demonstrates that leadership commitment to performance management fostered use among federal employees across agencies. Agency leaders may also decide that performance management is not really a priority. Moynihan (2005) recounts that among state government agencies, leaders assessed whether reforms would help their existing agenda. Where it did not, they were willing to engage in pro-forma compliance, but little else, and their managers responded in kind.

There is other research to suggest that how leadership matters depends in part on the role of the leader and their audience. Moynihan and Ingraham (2004) show senior state executive branch officials are more likely to be influenced by gubernatorial attention to performance management, while agency officials will be more influenced by agency leaders. Legislative leadership on performance management routines is associated with lower use among state officials (Moynihan and Ingraham 2004). A similar finding comes from Bourdeaux and Chikoto (2008), who show that more professional legislatures tend to reduce performance information use among agency officials, while gubernatorial power tends to foster use. The findings on legislative leadership suggests that legislative pursuit of performance reforms may be viewed by agency managers as a means to extend control over agencies. Elsewhere, Moynihan and Pandey (2008) show that leaders in higher-level generalist positions (city managers and assistant city managers) are less likely to use performance information than leaders of specific agencies. This suggests that the capacity of generalist leaders to encourage performance information use rests largely on creating an impression of support, rather than based on a personal example of use.
Another way in which leadership can foster performance information use is by creating a demand for performance (Andrews and Moynihan 2002). As leaders indicate that they will hold employees accountable for outcomes, they create an incentive for managers to use measures of those outcomes. For example, among North Carolina cities, Ammons and Rivernbark report that the willingness of officials to compare results with others has fostered use. An even more aggressive pursuit of performance seems to typify leadership “stat” model of performance management, where managers are expected to account for performance in a public setting (Behn 2007). But an aggressive demand for performance might backfire, fostering defensiveness among employees. The risk of this approach is that managers perceive leaders as playing a “gotcha” game, seeking to score political points at the expense of the reputation of the manager (DeHaven-Smith and Jenne 2006). This, in turn, creates an incentive for managers to treat the process as a game -- and possibly game the process -- rather than contribute a good-faith effort to use performance information for improvement purposes.

**Transformational Leadership and Performance Information Use**

While there seems to be sufficient empirical evidence to support the claim that “leadership matters” to performance information use, there have been scant efforts to link this evidence to broader theoretical models of leadership. There are some exceptions. Dull (2009) draws from rational choice models to posit that credible commitment on the part of leaders is essential. Moynihan and Ingraham (2004) develop a model of integrative leadership that emphasizes that leadership should succeed by working closely with management systems. Such work is valid and valuable. Here, we seek to add to it by drawing on perhaps the most prominent model of leadership in organizational behavior, transformational leadership.

Research has not only validated the existence of transformational leadership but also has consistently linked the practice of these transformational leadership behaviors with employee performance and satisfaction (Bass and Riggio 2006), even in government (Dumdum, Lowe, and Avolio 2002; Lowe, Kroeck, and Sivasubramaniam 1996; Trottier, Van Wart and Wang 2008; Wofford, Whittington, and Goodwin 2001) and nonprofit (Egri and Herman 2000) organizations. Cumulatively, transformational leadership gives rise to a purposeful, committed, and innovative approach to managing. These same qualities are those that are needed for performance information use. Transformational leadership is expected to shape employee
behavior in three main ways. First, transformational leaders direct and inspire employee effort by raising their awareness of the importance of organizational values and outcomes. Part of the process of doing so requires them to create a sense of vision, mission and purpose among employees, giving confidence and direction about the future of the organization. The appeal to broader goals activates the higher-order needs of employees, encouraging them to transcend their own self interest for the sake of the organization and its clientele. Second, transformational leaders inspire employees as a source of idealized influence, functioning as a role model and building employee confidence and pride in the organization. Third, transformational leaders help followers achieve the mission by intellectually stimulating them to challenge old assumptions about organizational problems and practices.

Transformational Leadership and Goal Clarity

The above description of transformational leadership suggests that a large part of the effectiveness of transformational leaders is due to their ability to articulate a clear and compelling vision for the organization. This, in turn, is likely to foster organizational goal clarity, which we propose is consistent with performance information use. As organizations succeed in clarifying their goals, managers will have a better sense of which tasks are critical, their relative importance, and how they can be achieved. For such managers, task data is more likely to appear relevant as they have a better sense of how to use it.

Poister and Streib (1999) suggest that performance management processes provide a vehicle for skilled leadership, but is not a substitute for it. Descriptions of the leadership qualities required for performance management emphasize the importance of developing and refining a clear sense of values, mission, and vision (Poister and Streib 1999). Jennings and Haist (2006) propose that goal-setting ability is one of the key leadership functions that can lead to successful performance management. Berry, Browers and Flowers (2000) provide an example of this in their case study of performance management in Florida. They found that leaders exerted influence by creating a dialogue about goals, concluding that “agencies’ efforts to implement performance-based systems can be influenced dramatically by the ways in which agency leaders define strategic issues facing them” (Berry, Browers and Flowers 2000, 335).

When leaders are able to clarify organizational goals and emphasize the importance of these goals, they set into motion a chain of events necessary for performance information use.
The benefits of clear organizational goals cascade to the job level by eliminating distractions and focusing attention on what individual employees need to do to achieve organizational goals (Pandey and Wright 2006; Wright 2001, 2004). A natural consequence of such clarity at the job-level is that performance information can now be used profitably.

Of course, setting a vision, mission and goals are easier in some context than others, and Radin (2006) has argued that it is for this reason that less complex functions are more likely to be associated with successful performance systems. There are, however, few government organizations that have the luxury of pursuing simple organizational goals. Indeed, a range of illustrious contributors to public administration literature have argued that public organizations must, by necessity, pursue “multiple, conflicting, and vague” goals (e.g. Dahl and Lindblom 1953; Lipsky, 1980; March and Olsen 1976; Rainey, Backoff and Levine 1976; Wildavsky 1979). Pandey and Rainey (2006) test the competing influence of political, individual and organization factors on organizational goal clarity. They find that it is organizational factors – such as effective internal communications, task specialization and decentralization – that explain most of the variance in employee understanding of goals. These findings are consistent with hypothesizing a role for leadership in fostering goal clarity, since leaders are better able to influence such organizational variables than political or individual factors.

A key aspect of goal clarification relates to the ability of leaders to emphasize the salience of organizational goals at the expense of narrower individual or sub-unit goals. Colbert et al. (2008), in an examination of private sector organizations, report that CEOs with transformational leadership qualities are able to positively influence the importance officials at the level of the vice president attach to organizational goals. Using a mixed-methods approach, Yair and Avolio (2004), report that transformational leaders are better able to communicate strategic goals of the organization. The implication of this research, and of goal-setting theory more generally, is that even for programs with similar levels of complexity, proactive leadership efforts to clarify and communicate about goals has a measurable positive effect (Latham et al 2008; Wright 2004). Jung and Rainey (2007) make this point in the context of performance management systems, noting that managers can pursue strategies of goal clarification that result in more effective performance management systems.

We expect therefore, that transformational leadership will foster goal clarity, which in turn will encourage performance information use.
H1: Transformational leadership behaviors will have an indirect, positive effect on performance information use through its influence on goal clarity

Transformational Leadership and Developmental Culture

Leadership has an important influence on an organization’s culture (Schein 1992). Transformational leadership, in particular, can be expected to encourage a more adaptive or developmental culture by emphasizing employee innovation, problem solving and empowerment (Avolio and Gibson, 1988; Bass 1985). Developmental cultures are associated with a focus on the organization, flexibility, adaptability and readiness, growth, and resource acquisition (Quinn and Rohrbaugh 1981).

Each of the three types of behaviors enacted by transformational leaders contributes to a developmental culture. First, intellectual stimulation, by its very definition, creates a climate that encourages followers to think on their own, develop new ideas and challenge the status quo (Bass and Avolio, 1990; Elkins and Keller, 2003; Hater and Bass, 1998). Second, through idealized influence, transformational leaders reinforce the acceptance and importance of these behaviors through their own words and actions. Third, through the provision of inspirational and motivating vision, transformational leaders help employees see connections between their values and the values of the organization that increases the degree to which employees will incorporate the organization’s goals into their sense of identity so that they are more likely to find meaning and self affirmation from the organization’s work (Weiss, 1996; Weiss and Piderit, 1999; Wright, 2007; Wright and Pandey, forthcoming). In other words, by linking follower identities or values to those of the organizations, transformational leaders increase their followers intrinsic motivation to perform their duties (Jung, Chow, and Wu, 2003; Park and Rainey, 2008; Wright, Moynihan and Pandey, 2009). Intrinsic motivation, in turn, has been found to increase creativity (Amabile et al 1994; Shin and Zhou, 2001; Zhou 1998) perhaps because such motivation helps employees overcome the fear of taking risks or challenging status quo. Consistent with these three processes, several studies have found that transformational leadership increases behavior characteristic of developmental cultures such as employee empowerment (Howel and Avolio, 1993; Park and Rainey, 2008), creativity and innovation (Jung, Chow and Wu, 2003; Shin and Zhou, 2001; Sosik, Kahai and Avolio, 1998).
Culture has been hypothesized as a buffer that can block, welcome, or adapt performance reforms in ways consistent with organizational norms (Jennings and Haist, 2006). Both qualitative and quantitative research supports this view. The most consistent finding is that a culture supportive of performance reforms (Yang and Hsieh 2006), or mission-oriented cultures (de Lancer Julnes and Holzer 2001; Moynihan and Landuyt 2009) are positively associated with the success of performance reforms. For example, Broadnax and Conway’s case study of performance management in the Social Security Administration saw the leadership actively try to reshape the organizational culture via newsletters, email, and other symbols, but the most important action was to have the agency leader regularly meet with field office managers and query them on performance indicators. The reason for these meetings, according to one executive interviewer, was that “You don’t change culture through memos.” Other research emphasizes the importance that professional norms are consistent with performance management (Schneider’s 2004), or that cultural attributes consistent with organizational learning -- such as norms of dialogue, information-sharing, an openness to challenge the status quo -- are also predictive of performance information use (Moynihan 2005; Moynihan and Landuyt 2009).

Such findings lend themselves to useful prescription – fostering performance information use demands a supportive culture – but tell us little about whether more general categories of organizational culture are related to performance information use. Here, we test the role of organizational culture using a broad and well-established measure of culture that is not framed in the context of dependent variable. There are a number of theoretical reasons to believe that a developmental culture is associated with performance information use. In a developmental culture, for example, the use of performance information is more integrated into management decisions as formative rather than summative feedback. This emphasis on performance information to learn and improve (rather than to reward/punish) encourages its collection and use as such use is much less threatening to employees because it has no summative consequences. As a result, employees are less defensive and more honest about weaknesses as well as more open to discussing performance problems and taking suggestions for performance improvement (Meyer et al., 1965; Meyer, 1991; Moynihan 2005).

This link between leadership, culture, measurement and performance was highlighted by the OMB Chief Performance Officer Jeffrey Zients in testimony before the Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs (emphasis added):
As a CEO and advisor to CEOs, I found that leadership, measurement, and a motivated workforce create the foundation for good performance. Leadership starts with putting together the right team and articulating the right goals for the organization. Measurement means translating those goals into operating plans with clear metrics and frequent checkpoints. A motivated workforce requires creating a culture to attract, develop, and retain the best talent. Together, they lead to strong performance, accountability, and, ultimately, to improved results.

H2: Transformational leadership behaviors will have an indirect, positive effect on performance information use through its influence on culture.

There is also significant evidence that information availability fosters performance information use (Bourdeaux and Chitoko 2008; de Lancer Julnes and Holzer 2001, Moynihan and Ingraham 2004; Moynihan and Landuyt 2009; although Melkers and Willoughby (2005) offer contrary findings). We therefore include information availability as a control in our model, assuming it fosters greater performance information use. In itself, the availability of performance information serves as a secondary and limited measure of performance management success, in that it appears to be a necessary but not sufficient predictor of use. While not the central theoretical interest of our study, we also therefore propose that that organizations that enjoy higher goal clarity and have a developmental culture are likely to also employ performance measurement processes that generate data, and that in turn transformational leadership encourages performance information availability via those mediating factors.

H3: Transformational leadership behaviors will have an indirect, positive effect on performance information availability through its influence on goal clarity.

H4: Transformational leadership behaviors will have an indirect, positive effect on performance information availability through its influence on culture.

Data

The data for this study were collected in Phase 4 of the National Administrative Studies Project (NASP-IV) using a survey administered to a nationwide sample. The theoretical
population of interest for NASP-IV was comprised of senior managers (both general and functional) in US local government jurisdictions with populations over 50,000. The general managers included the city manager and assistant/deputy city managers. Functional managers included in the study headed key departments, namely, Finance/Budgeting, Public Works, Personnel/HR, Economic Development, Parks and Recreation, Planning, and Community Development.

The sample design and construction for the NASP-IV study was aided by the International City/County Management Association (ICMA). Based on the study criteria, ICMA compiled a list of potential respondents and the NASP-IV team used publicly available information to verify each respondent and identify a working email address. These efforts resulted in 3,316 individuals in the study sample.

Each respondent in the study sample received an initial letter through US Mail which introduced the study and was directed the respondent to complete the survey available on the study website using an assigned participation code. After the initial letter via US Mail, multiple methods were used in follow-up efforts to contact the respondents – e-mail, fax, and phone calls. When the study concluded 1,538 of the 3,316 had responded, for a response rate of 46.4%

Given that part of the study’s focus was on the leadership behavior exhibited by the chief administrative officer as well as its potential influence of organizational culture and information use, we excluded the responses by chief administrative officers themselves. This reduced the number of observations to the 1,322 responses from functional and deputy/assistant managers.

Of these 1,322 respondents, 16.7% were general managers (deputy or assistant) and the rest managed specific city departments and/or functions. This distribution of functional specialization of respondents closely matched the distribution of functional specializations in the sample. The mean age was 50 with an inter-quartile range of 9 (25th percentile being 46 and 75th percentile being 57). As expected, a sizable majority were male (68.1%), white (85.4%), highly educated (more than 60% with graduate degrees), and well compensated (64% with salaries over $100,000).

Given our interest in looking at the leadership, culture and performance use in the organization, we aggregated responses by organization so that the organization was the unit of analysis. At least one response was received from 489 of the 529 local governments in the sampling frame. In order to reduce potential bias associated with the perspective of any single
respondent, the study sample was reduced to the 230 local governments for which at least 3 responses (excluding responses from the chief administrative officer) were received. This approach is consistent with previous studies analyzing subordinate reports of transformational leadership within organizations (Bommer, Rubin and Baldwin 2004; Judge and Bono 2000).

**Measures**

Wherever possible, the study variables were measured using multiple item measures that have been tested and validated in earlier studies (see the Appendix A). Organizational culture is adapted from Zammutto and Krakower’s (1991) measure of developmental culture. Employee perceptions of the clarity of the organization’s goals were measured using a three-item scale (Pandey and Wright, 2006; adapted from Rainey (1983). Performance information availability is a subset of Brudney, Hebert, and Wright’s (1999) measures of administrative reform that deal with the practices of strategic planning, customer service measurement, benchmarking and inclusion of measures in budgets. Collectively, the existence of these processes is expected to lead to a flow of performance data.

Our key independent variable, transformational leadership, was measured using a small set of items selected specifically for this study. Items were selected from four socialized charismatic leadership subscales (vision, role modeling, inspirational communication, and intellectual stimulation) developed by House (1998) that depict the three transformational dimensions (inspirational motivation, idealized influence and intellectual stimulation) previously described. One item was taken from each of three subscales (Intellectual stimulation, role modeling and inspirational communication) while two items were selected from the vision scale because of the underlying importance transformational leadership places on organizational goals and vision. Although this five-item measure represents items from four different subscales (House 1998) that reflect the three dimensions of transformational leadership, a factor analysis of these items extracted only one factor that explained nearly 76% of their variance and is consistent with previous findings that suggest the transformational dimensions may be best characterized as a single factor (Avolio, Bass and Jung 1999).

---

1 Although transformational and charismatic leadership are often discussed as separate theories in the literature, conceptual and empirical evidence suggests a considerable degree of overlap exists between these theories and their measures (Avolio, Bass and Jung 1999; Hunt 1999; Yukl 1999).
For performance information use, there is not a history of well-developed variables, with almost no consistency in measurement among the studies cited in above. In this study we use two items, asking the respondents if they as individuals use performance information to make decisions and if their department regularly compares actual performance with performance goals. In two respects our measurement approach is consistent with previous research, in that we rely on self-reported measures of individual and group behavior, and treats performance information use as unidimensional and purposeful.\footnote{Indeed, previous research that reported different measures of use found that these measures were so highly correlated that they were aggregated into a single scale (Bourdeaux and Chitoko 2008; de Lancer Julnes and Holzer 2001; Dull 2009).}

Table 1 provides the univariate and bivariate statistics for each of the study’s measures. Reliability estimates (Cronbach’s coefficient alpha) ranged from 0.79 to 0.92 and support the use of these measures with all five study measures above the 0.70 threshold suggested by Nunnally and Bernstein (1994). The bivariate relationships provide evidence of the study measures’ discriminant validity. In addition to a low average bivariate correlation (0.43), the largest bivariate correlation—between transformational leadership and organizational goal clarity—was 0.59, suggested that no measure shared much more than one-third of its variance with any other measure. Tests of univariate normality suggested that all five measures and corresponding 16 items were within range found to be acceptable for maximum likelihood estimation in structural equation modeling (Curran, West and Finch, 1996).

**Analysis and Results**

To test the study’s hypotheses, a series of covariance structure analyses of the data were conducted using LISREL version 8.71. This type of analysis consists of two parts which not only subsumes but improves on more common techniques such as confirmatory factor analysis, path analysis and regression (Hayduk, 1987; Jöreskog and Sörbom, 1992). In the first stage, the model performs a confirmatory factor analysis to construct the latent variables from their respective questionnaire items and assess the validity and reliability of the study measures (summary of results provided above). In the second stage, structural equation model subsumes conventional regression and path analysis models to test the hypothesized relationships among the latent variables. This approach is recommended in analyzing mediation effects because the
measurement model mitigates measurement error which can produce biased estimates and the structural model does not estimate the required equations (see discussion below) independently (Baron and Kenny, 1986).

In the first stage of the analysis, the confirmatory factor analysis testing the hypothesized measurement model provided a good fit to the data ($\chi^2(94)=155.12$, GFI = 0.92, CFI = 0.99, Standardized RMR = 0.04, RMSEA = 0.05, CFit = 0.34) suggesting that the items converged on their respective latent variables and that each measure represented a distinct latent variables. In this latter model, all of the scale items were found to have statistically significant factor loadings ($p < 0.05$) for their respective latent constructs (lambda values ranged from 0.69 – 0.92).

In the second stage, the structural equation model subsumes conventional regression and path analysis models to test the hypothesized relationships among the latent variables. This stage tests the hypothesized relationships by estimating the overall fit of the model as well as the individual parameter estimates. The overall model fit of the hypothesized structural model was tested using fit indices recommended by Jaccard and Wan (1996). The majority of these indices suggested that the theoretical model accurately captured the pattern of relationships found in the data (comparative fit index = .99, goodness-of-fit index = .92, root mean square error of approximation = .05, P-value test for close fit = .40 and the standardized RMR was 0.04). Only the maximum likelihood chi-square ($\chi^2(96)=155.47$, $p < .05$) was not consistent with overall model fit. The lack of fit found by the chi-square test, however, was not particularly troubling as this particular index is sensitive to sample size, with larger samples inflating the chi square and decreasing the likelihood of achieving a good model fit (James, Mulaik, Brett 1982). Despite the statistically significant chi square, the results suggested that the theoretical model accurately captured the pattern of relationships found in the data. In addition to five of the six fit indices being consistent with good model fit, the path coefficients and t tests for all seven specified paths were statistically significant ($p < 0.05$) and in the predicted direction.

Figure 1 presents the parameter estimates for the structural model as standardized regression weights. The results provide some insights for the proximate factors that shape performance information use. Consistent with expectations, these findings confirm the importance of organizational goal clarity, developmental culture and performance information availability in increasing performance information use. When taken together, these three
variables explain over a third (37 percent) of the variance in reported use of performance information.\(^3\)

The findings also provide insights on the factors that shape performance information availability. While not the central theoretical purpose of the paper, the model also specified that organizations would pursue performance measurement processes in the context of goal clarity and developmental culture. These assumptions are supported. Goal clarity and a developmental culture increases explained nearly half (48 percent) of the variance in the availability of performance information.

The central goal of the paper was to understand the relationship between transformational leadership and performance information use. Transformational leadership had substantial direct effects on both goal clarity and developmental culture and, through these relationships, an indirect effect on both performance information availability and use. In other words, there is a cascading effect. LISREL’s estimate of transformational leadership’s indirect effect on performance information availability ($\beta = 0.45$, $t = 7.02$) and performance information use ($\beta = 0.36$, $t = 6.89$) were both statistically significant at $p < 0.05$.

One possible concern is that our modeling strategy hypothesizes more complex causal paths than really exist, that is, the relationship between transformational leadership and the success of performance management is actually direct, and not indirect as we propose. We tested this alternative explanation via models that posited a direct relationship between transformational leadership, and performance information availability or performance information use. Neither model produced statistically significantly ($p > 0.05$) improvements in the overall model fit ($\chi^2 d(1)=0.02$ and $\chi^2 d(1)=0.34$, respectively) and the path coefficients representing each direct relationship was not statistically significant ($p > 0.05$). Together, these results strongly suggests that the relationships between transformational leadership and either performance information availability or use are fully mediated by goal clarity and developmental culture.

**Implications for Leadership and Reform: Setting the Table**

\(^3\) Coefficients of determination for endogenous variables can be calculated from Figure 1 as one minus the error term for the latent variable (E).
Leadership is one of the most difficult aspects of public management and organizational behavior. It has such popular resonance in the public mind that at times it becomes difficult to discern what it really means. But any extended conversation with those who actually work in organizations leaves little doubt that it matters. And administrative scholarship goes beyond simple anecdotes, tracking the particular contexts and behaviors pertinent to understanding how leadership matters (Van Wart and Suino 2007). Because it is difficult to distinguish between the leader and leadership, it is a tricky concept to measure and model. It is often the case that qualitative accounts of leadership are richer than quantitative efforts, but bring their own limitation in terms of generalizability and specifying causal processes. Such accounts may emphasize the charismatic aspects of the leader as a causal factor, without specifying how those characteristics reshape organizational behavior.

This paper has examined how leadership shapes the implementation of perhaps the most widely adopted administrative reform of the last generation. Our efforts to do so are aided by other scholars who have developed and validated the concept for transformational leadership that we employ here. Transformational leadership recognizes that leaders are not mere technicians – they should inspire, stimulate and act a role model. But the concept of transformational leadership can also be connected to other organizational concepts. This is important, because in practice charismatic leadership is not enough – leaders are enmeshed in and must pull the levers of formal organizational systems. Here, we show that transformational leadership connects to the mechanics of performance management. The findings suggest the relevance of transformational leadership for public sector reform efforts, and suggest that additional attention to this concept in public and non-profit settings might help to generate a more comprehensive understanding of how leadership matters.

The results also suggest that the indirect effects of leadership may be among the most crucial predictors of reform outcomes. This suggests an image of leaders that is different from that of charismatic doer or technocratic tinkerer. Leaders set the table for success by fostering the right organizational conditions. For performance management, fostering goal clarity and a developmental culture are the right conditions. For other reforms, the conditions may be different, and the challenge for leaders is not just to figure out how to cultivate those conditions, but which conditions matter.
The results here do not imply that the only influence of leadership is indirect. As noted in the literature review, there is significant previous research that shows that when leaders are closely involved with reforms, there is a direct and positive effect on the successful implementation of those reforms. Rather, our results suggest that only focusing on direct effects underestimate the potential influence of leadership. To put it another way, our advice to leaders who are seeking to foster organizational change is: directly support reforms via direct involvement and establishing credible commitment, but also set the conditions necessary for reforms to succeed.

For leaders with a short-term agenda, focusing on the indirect factors may be a difficult, since changing mediating variables such as culture is a demanding and long-term task (Khademian 2002). But on the other hand, such factors, once changed, can have a long-run positive impact on a whole range of important organizational variables long after the leader has departed. While we live in an age where leaders often face intense pressure demonstrate that their program has political relevance and measurable success, reframing administrative leadership in terms of intermediate management factors may be out of step with the times. But it is important. And by showing that such factors do result in more effective organizations, leaders have a reason to pay attention.

Conclusion

This paper has examined the potential of transformational leadership to foster successful performance management systems. Our key dependent variable to represent this success is performance information use. We find that transformational leadership does indeed have a positive effect, but that the results are indirect, influencing performance information availability and use via two mediating factors, goal clarity and organizational culture.

The usual caveats of cross-sectional survey data apply, although we note in this case that such concerns are moderated by the use of multiple respondents for each organization; by the fact that our measure of leadership is not self-reported, but relied on employee assessments of their chief administrative officer; and by the use of previously-tested measures that appear to have discriminant validity.

The findings suggest a broader research agenda for those interested in how leadership shapes administrative outcomes. Not only could such research make use of well-developed
concepts from organizational behavior, such as transformational leadership, it could also test the indirect effects of leadership. Given that leaders cannot be directly involved in all aspects of administration, for many administrative outcomes it may be that these indirect effects are the only ones that leaders actually influence.

Indeed, this study underlines the importance of examining indirect and intangible aspects of managing public organizations, part of the craft of management that is often underexamined. We do not mean to suggest that managing or leadership necessarily be an either/or proposition with respect to the concrete and intangible aspects of managing. It is hard to generate useful performance information without well-conceived performance measurement systems. But performance information does not implement itself. It requires skilled leaders. Not only do we need to value intangibles such as leadership but also develop a better understanding of the mechanisms by which leadership has an influence on the use of performance information.

A simple but powerful implication of our findings is that the public sector perhaps needs to invest more in developing transformational leaders. It is not enough just to develop managers (or perhaps transactional or technocratic leaders) who understand the machinery of government and also know when and how to pull the levers to make public organizations perform better.

To be sure, our recommendation to invest more in developing transformational leaders can be contested for a variety of reasons. Those with a natural distrust for concentration of power may take issue with the centralization and exercise of power by a transformational leader. Others may raise the issue whether it is possible to develop transformational leaders in government, especially in a public sector work environment beset by procedural and political constraints. Against these concerns, we must first identify and weigh the benefits of transformational leadership for governance. This paper provides empirical evidence of one such benefit.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study Variables</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Stdev</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Min.</th>
<th>Max.</th>
<th>Correlations &amp; Reliabilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Performance Information Use</td>
<td>8.20</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>2 - 12</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>11.67</td>
<td>(0.89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance Information Availability</td>
<td>10.60</td>
<td>5.24</td>
<td>3 - 18</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>17.33</td>
<td>0.50 (0.84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developmental Culture</td>
<td>11.57</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>3 - 15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>0.36 0.37 (0.79)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal Clarity</td>
<td>10.82</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>3 - 15</td>
<td>5.20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.47 0.59 0.38 (0.88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformational Leadership</td>
<td>20.02</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>5 - 25</td>
<td>10.67</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.30 0.44 0.29 0.58 (0.92)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All correlation coefficients statistically significant at $p < 0.05$. 
Figure 1

All paths reported as standardized coefficient
*p < 0.05
### Appendix 1: Variable Measurement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable (source)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Performance Information use</strong></td>
<td>I regularly use performance information to make decisions. My department <em>regularly</em> compares actual achievement with performance objectives. (1 = strongly disagree, 6 = strongly agree).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal clarity</strong> (Pandey &amp; Wright, 2006; Rainey 1983)</td>
<td>• This organization’s mission is clear to almost everyone who works here. • It is easy to explain the goals of this organization to outsiders. • This organization has clearly defined goals. (1 = strongly disagree; 5 = strongly agree).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transformational Leadership</strong> (Adapted from House 1998)</td>
<td>The Chief Administrative Officer/City Manager clearly articulates his/her vision of the future. The Chief Administrative Officer/City Manager leads by setting a good example. The Chief Administrative Officer/City Manager challenges me to think about old problems in new ways. The Chief Administrative Officer/City Manager says things that make employees proud to be part of the organization. The Chief Administrative Officer/City Manager has a clear sense of where our organization should be in five years. (1 = strongly disagree; 5 = strongly agree).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Information availability</strong> (Adapted from Brudney, Hebert, and Wright 1999)</td>
<td>Benchmarks for measuring program outcomes or results. Strategic planning that produces clear organization mission statements. Systems for measuring customer satisfaction. (1 = not at all; 6 = fully)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Developmental culture</strong> (Adapted from Zammuto and Krakower 1991)</td>
<td>My department is a very <em>dynamic</em> and <em>entrepreneurial</em> place. People are willing to stick their necks out and take risks. The glue that holds my department together is a <em>commitment to innovation</em> and <em>development</em>. There is an emphasis on being best. My department emphasizes <em>growth</em> and <em>acquiring new resources</em>. Readiness to meet new challenges is important. (1 = strongly disagree; 5 = strongly agree)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


